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LUX ET UMBRA ; LIGHT AND SHADOW PLAY 
a body of work focused on material manipulation that is the partial 

eliminatation of itself, assuming the form of bare bones.

It presents itself as an exploration of form and formless moved by my 
mother’s death in 2019. These feelings of loss and memory are woven 
into the fabric of my work which has become a guiding force whilst 
grappling with grief. Working in multiple mediums and focus around 

metal was chosen as the medium that my mother used in her own 
artistic dicipline.

The icon, a space of reflection. These pieces contain a holy alter and 
are the results of struggle - embodying the force and hardships of 
creation. In this final year, I’ve used my mother as direction on a 
regular basis, recreating presence and a sacred space of reflection.

Cutting her image into steel, piecing together the puzzle of loss and 
abandoment using the process of reduction and form by

projecting the results onto the walls which surround you.

 The very shadows, and the solid realms from which they are cast 
express themes of destruction and meditations on endings and new 

beginnings here. This corpus of art is reduced to a single message; 
memento mori - the material end, reclaimed and given new life.

It is an excavation of forgotten memories, recalling my human expe-
rience via the restoration of artefacts left to decay in wastelands. 

Many facets of oneself are revealed via a veneer; I wonder and 
exclaim that there is more to individuals than meets the eye.

 How do we begin to express the unfathomable depth of death? As 
shadows run past the object and fall far and wide beyond the confines 
of its own container presenting the realities of the muddled grieving 

experience. 

 Tales of us are interwoven, knotted, and enmeshed. Simply waiting 
for light to dance with form, glimpses of clarity within the unknown. 

This is a play of light and shadow, shape and formlessness explored 
in this body of work - and so even in death she moves me.



a smile 
through silent window 
pains

sweetest souls
marred with scars





living through the sorrow



in complete absorption
lies the prysm of light 
unravel the use
of our language

the midnight hour
royal blue, darkest purple



depths of the ocean
unknowable
electrifying senses



if you were to peer
with a telescope into the vast
darkness of space 
you’d find a billion stars
shining back at you



base colour
without, we don’t know light
ink fabric of creation

crude oil
richest resource
the power of the sun manifest



shadows black
pigment of rainbow light
accumulated

I hope to always know the fullness of colour
and its sensational riches



sweet golden brown
ochre, red the dust of the earth
clay, river blood



elemental forces play



freckled constellations
map each face
uniquely yours
your own



brilliance saturated
starless warriors

thank you


